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Tikhomirov’s primary works are considered groundbreaking in the activity theory community. In particular, his efforts in understanding the positive effects of computers on the development of creative activity provide valuable instruction to activity theorists, especially with respect to their influence on new goal formation. Tikhomirov’s quests to better understand “how computers affect the development of intellectual activity” are explicitly revealed in the clinical environment. As the intensive care unit is a preeminent environment to observe creative activity in real time, the primary problems of clinical team communication and collaboration, both aspects being related to joint activity, are identified. As one way to approach such a problem, Tikhomirov’s theory on creative activity is explained in the context of information technology. Then, distributed cognition theory and creative activity theory are joined together and extended into distributed-creative activity theory, as an augmentation of complex interpersonal cognition through the use of health information technology.
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Introduction

Oleg K. Tikhomirov remains one of the most significant contemporary Russian psychologists, whose name is among the other pioneers from the post-Vygotskian School, following the work of Aleksey Leontiev and Alexander Luria (Aleksandrova-Howell, Abramson, & Craig, 2011; Babaeva et al., 2009). Tikhomirov’s work relies on the cultural and historical aspects of activity in his study of creative activity theory, which expands the traditional subject matter in the study on the “psychology of creativity.” Tikhomirov was the first to ask questions about the place of creative processes in everyday life, such as those in professional activity (Tikhomirov, 1971; Tikhomirov 1984). Tikhomirov’s theory of creative activity argues that interaction is realized through the activity of social intercourse or collective activity (Rozin, 2002). He significantly altered the concept of “intuition” to include the observation of the mechanisms of unconscious processes in creative work, thus identifying the most essential moments of the creative act in addition to defin-
ing intellectual activity as the central activity using knowledge. Thus, the study of creativity in the works of Tikhomirov and his students disclosed the interaction mechanisms between creative activities and the routine components in complex forms of intellectual activities for both the individual and society.

Tikhomirov (1999) notes that creative activity is not only characterized by motives, goals, and operations, but more significantly by “acts generating new motives, goals, and operations... the generation of new psychic formations, the real function of which is giving humans the opportunity to generate a new world of objects” (p. 350). Moreover, he says that goal formation (the generation of new goals in the subject’s activity) is “one of the central acts in the structure of creative activity” (Tikhomirov, 1999, p. 351).

Application of creative activity to information technology

Secondary to his research on creativity, was Tikhomirov’s work in the application of activity theory to information technology (IT). His groundbreaking contribution in the area of activity theory and computing identified IT as a new form of mediation. As Kozhanova (2003) notes, the traditional interpretation of activity did not account for diversity in the application of psychological aspects of human-computer interaction (HCI), for either IT users or programmers. As such, much of Tikhomirov’s most relevant work on creative activity is in the area of goal formation in the context of computing. Tikhomirov repeatedly posed two questions that are important for our discussion: “How does the computer affect the development of... intellectual activity?” and “What is the specific nature of human activity in human-computer systems as opposed to other forms of activity?” (Tikhomirov, 1972, 1988, 1999).

More importantly, in the chapter of his book entitled, “The theory of activity changed by information technology,” Tikhomirov outlines his theory of creativity activity, but in the context of the new pervasiveness of computerization (Tikhomirov, 1999). He holds that creative activity is an “independent activity type,” one that is often not discussed (Tikhomirov, 1999, p. 348). He argues that with the increasing appearance of new problems caused by IT, it is imperative that we consider these problems in the context of creativity; otherwise the “sphere of applicability of activity theory in psychology” will hinder our means to finding solutions (Tikhomirov, 1999, p. 349). The computer, he argues, is “not only a universal data-processing device, it is also a universal means of influencing human activity and, consequently, the human psyche” (Tikhomirov, 1999, p. 353).

In Tikhomirov’s earlier research, he did not support the view that computerization could supplement or become a substitute for psychological processes (Tikhomirov, 1972). He argued that the computer should be viewed simply as a new sign system that mediates human activity with some forms of qualitative thinking, and that its primary function is to support efficient decision-making from the viewpoint of productivity. His original premise on the boundaries of computerized mediation did not take into account the evolutionary and ubiquitous nature of today’s computing, and its influence on creative activity. Later, making reference to current empirical research, we see a slight shift in his view, where he addressed “goal formation as a manifestation of creativity in the dialogue with computers,”
showing its potential for “broadening human creative activity” (Tikhomirov, 1988; Tikhomirov, 1999, p. 353).

Particular to these studies is significant evidence of goal formation in the context of joint activity, including the complexity of social roles in an array of everyday events and environments. In such places and times, both routine and creative components of activity are manifested. Tikhomirov addresses the problem by making a distinction between creative and routine activities. In sum, creative activity is able to provide solutions to existing problems and those that are possible, those that move outside the routine, because creative activity is in a sense contrary to an algorithm, an “anti-algorithm” (Tikhomirov, 1999, p. 357). However, the “transfer of routine components to the computer means its inclusion in the performance of a social role” — this, Tikhomirov argues, results in the “fundamental transformation of the content of the social roles” (1999, p. 354).

We should also understand his latter expanded view as an enhancement of intelligence during joint activity, that is, subject-to-subject interpersonal cognition. Tikhomirov argues that in creative activity, the object appears in two forms: “as a new product of activity (a product that didn’t exist before) and as an image of a yet to be created object” (Tikhomirov, 1999, p. 350). He clearly differentiates between creative and routine activities, with the former providing solutions to existing and possible problems (those outside routine). In sum, he states that goal-formation in the subject’s activity is “one of the central acts in the structure of creative activity” (Tikhomirov, 1999, p. 351).

Clinical activity: communication and collaboration

Cognitive activity in healthcare is now a focal point of much research in the field of HCI. At the center of the discussion is the design and use of health information technology (HIT) as the key form of mediation in patient care during the diagnostic processes. The activity goal is the sustainability of patient health and the mitigation of human error. Complex clinical spaces such as the intensive care unit (ICU) are especially susceptible to diagnostic error, not only because of the severity of the ailment and the fragility and instability of the patient, but also because clinical

* Tikhomirov defines interpersonal cognition as “forming concepts about another person’s way of thinking.” This includes the style, influence, and an understanding of their: 1) “goals and motives” and the problem to be solved, and 2) “capacity to look at an object-related situation and determine the true meaning of another’s activity, especially in conflict situations...” (Tikhomirov, 1988, pp. 154-155).

** Optimizing intensive-care workflow while maximizing safety and quality of care remains at the forefront of the medical industry in the US, Europe, and Russia. In the intensive care unit (ICU), critically ill patients require frequent intervention and continuous and coordinated monitoring. Clinical workflow in the ICU is identified as the most complex environment in healthcare. With more than six million ICU admissions annually in the US, ICUs have both the highest annual mortality rate (12-17%) and the highest costs in healthcare, accounting for 4.1% of the $2.6 trillion in annual healthcare spending, or nearly $107 million. Moreover, one quarter of all patients die in the ICU, of which 8% die due to misdiagnosis. More startling are the findings that ICU patients are the most monitored, tested, and examined of all hospital patients, yet the critical signs of a potentially deadly medical condition are sometimes missed.
knowledge and patient data is distributed among clinical specialists and artifacts. Specific studies demonstrate that 80% of medical error is attributed to human factors, e.g., clinician cognitive overload, task and workflow management, inadequate team collaboration, and communication breakdown (Winters et al., 2012).

As Tikhomirov (1988) points out, communication is a highly complex activity. Understanding the cognition of others relating to their goals and motives entails problems to solve and conflicts to resolve, especially in a joint activity. In particular, he includes: "1) interpretation of another person's reactions and movements; 2) understanding (interpreting, explaining, forecasting) the results of object-related actions (directly observed or previously registered) of another person and of activity as a whole, of an individual act (he gives me things, consequently he likes me); and 3) understanding verbal output (oral and written) (p. 179). In fact, health interpersonal cognition could include the "forming of concepts about another person's way of thinking" (p. 179), including their style of thinking, and what others may think about my thinking. Often in team communication, interpersonal cognition involves an opposition of persons, and their goals and motives, resulting in communication breakdown and group conflict.

From the perspective of joint activity, neither the patient nor the clinical team can be observed in isolation, nor can their activities be observed as individual and secluded actions without influence from the environment, available HIT, or other stakeholders (Leont'ev, 1981). For this reason, the "concept of activity in psychology is a systemic concept, for activity is considered as a system. …Through activity, humans interact with the surrounding world. Communication is an integral aspect of joint activity" (Tikhomirov, 1999, p. 348). As such, researchers will need to increasingly observe the connection between communication, effective collaborative work, reduction of error, and overall patient safety (Reader, Flin, Cuthbertson, 2007).

**Team Communication:** One of the most extensive human factors that investigations of error due to poor communication in the ICU discovered was that although nurse and doctor communication only occurred in 2% of all activities, these were associated with over a third of detected errors (Donchin et al., 1995). Research suggests that team communication failure between physicians and nurse intensivists contributes to 91% of medical mishaps (Khairat & Gong, 2011). Clinical communication among ICU team members is reported as the main cause of 75% of medical errors and 65% of sentinel events (Khairat & Gong, 2011). Another study found 2,075 incidents of error that were related to communication breakdown in 23 ICUs.

---

* For the ICU, bedside devices send continuous streams of data through the electronic medical record system, through which the clinical team (e.g., nurses, cardiologists, pulmonologists, anesthesiologists, and pharmacologists, etc.) interact with each other and HIT to diagnose the patient's condition.

** Intensivist refers to board-certified physicians who are additionally certified in the subspecialty of critical care medicine, which could also include neurointensivists, anesthesiologists, as well as those working in pediatrics and surgery. It can also refer to all clinicians, e.g., critical-care nursing staff, whose workspace is concentrated in the intensive care unit or other forms of critical care. In this paper, the author often uses the word "clinician" and "intensivist" interchangeably. However, in using the word "intensivist" he is giving special attention to clinical activity and clinician cognitive workflow in the ICU.
over a period of two years, with 42% of incidents related to medication administration and 20% related to incorrect or incomplete delivery of care (Pronovost, et al., 2006). Researchers argue that communication is frequently interrupted and of poor quality, leading to inefficiencies and potential errors in the ICU (O’Connor et al., 2009). Increased length of stay, increased patient harm, and increased resource utilization have been associated with ineffective communication (Sexton, Thomas, & Helmreich, 2000).

Team Collaboration: Collaboration is defined as the process of decision-making involving joint activity and ownership of decisions, and collective responsibility for outcomes (McCaffrey et al., 2010). Measures of the quality of patient ICU care can also be assigned to high degrees of collaboration between nurses and doctors, which has a direct impact on improving patient mortality rates and reducing the average length of stay of patients. For this reason, investigations of communication and error in the ICU offer valuable information for understanding the connection between collaborative teamwork, reduction of error, and overall patient safety (Reader, Flin, & Cuthbertson, 2007). Maxson et al., (2011) state that as the “complexity of patient care increases and more standardization of postoperative pathways occurs, good communication and collaboration between multidisciplinary teams of caregivers will be essential (p. 34).” Critical care requires substantial cognitive work, with a synchronization of people, technology and facilities. Critical care also requires that individual cognitive tasks be distributed (Nemeth, 2008). Good communication and collaboration between multidisciplinary teams is essential, since nurses and physicians have significantly different perceptions of clinical decision-making (Maxson et al., 2011).

Moreover, communication and the distribution of intelligence across clinical team members must be contextually relevant when using HIT. To strengthen the collaborative experience, it is now imperative to recognize that the social experience is transferred not only to others, but also to information technology (Tikhomirov, 1999). Tikhomirov acknowledged that the manifestation of new problems contributed to the human delegation of tasks to computers. As such, he asked: what is the nature of the activity performed by humans in the context of advanced computerization, and how does human activity change when humans use computers? He notes that to “shift responsibility to the computer could promote the formation of superficial and even meaningless goals” (Tikhomirov, 1988, p.189).

Distributed cognition and HIT

The increasing use of HIT has helped to improve real-time collaboration among clinical teams, while reducing or eliminating decision latency through clinician-
centered tools that support more effective communication. The goal is to maximize cognitive capabilities, mitigate constraints associated with collaboration and co-
ordination between team members in the form of communication activities such as dialogue, and to exchange patient diagnostic information. While human intelligence in support of critical care has focused primarily on individual cognition or cognitive load, the work of intensivists is intrinsically collective, with no one person being chiefly able to execute all or most of the clinical activities. As such, complex cognitive processes that underlie critical care medicine need communication systems that can support the mitigation of diagnostic error by not focusing on the thought process of any one individual.

Rather, clinical activity resides not in the mind of any particular individual, but is distributed across the minds of multiple clinicians, technologies, and data sources (Cohen et al., 2006; Nemeth, 2008). Intensivists experience what we refer to as “distributed cognition,” being part of a broader clinical team who engage in patient support either face-to-face or through an assortment of HIT (Cohen et al., 2006; Rajkomar, & Blandford, 2011; Hollan, Hutchins, and Kirsch, 2000, & Hutchins, 1995). It is not unusual to find team communication failure cited as a “root cause” of healthcare accidents. Single-factor solutions, such as standards on how to conduct patient record hand-offs, are recommended in reaction to such conclusions. From a social construction perspective, efforts to improve information transmission are inherently limited, because they fail to address how enduring patterns of communication both create and sustain a team’s definition of itself and its situation. However, healthcare team communication is both about transmission and a social construction or framework in which team members develop a set of clinical goals, roles, and behavior that help to establish order in a work environment (Pearce, 2006).

What is imperative is the need to examine healthcare team communication along with the evolving complexity of the activity’s context, the innovation of new HIT systems, and their impact on the accurate transmission of information that supports collaboration. In looking for ways to reduce the fragmentation of communication systems that avoid the traditional and ineffective hierarchical model of the division of labor, healthcare teams should explore alternative models of team activity that promote “shared situational awareness and support distributed action.” (p. 15).

Figure 1 illustrates the complexity of the ICU environment, with clinical workers placed in three zones of activity: in the ICU, in the hospital, and outside the hospital. Through the use of a medical information visualization system, referred to as MIVA (medical information visualization assistant), its mobile technology supports complex data visualization. Specifically, MIVA has been designed to enhance and maximize the clinician’s ability to control what data is visualized during a specific context-related patient episode or general periodic diagnosis. Systems

* The theory of distributed cognition was developed by Hutchins (1995), and addresses cognitive processes not confined to the thinking of an individual, but rather distributed among several individuals by means of any variety of external artifacts (i.e., analog or electronic) or internal cognitive functions (i.e., short or long-term memory). Together, the external and internal resources contribute to a greater compositied computational system, with a much broader capacity than any individual could be constituted (Cohen et al. 2006).
like MIVA can offer further support to extend clinical joint activity, giving new meaning to “using vision to think” and the potential to do more than supplement human intelligence (Card, Mackinlay, & Shneiderman, 1999). MIVA can aid in identifying latent systemic conditions that lead to medical error and facilitate the formation of joint clinical creative intelligence (Cohen et al., 2006). By using the mediating power of visualization, we are bridging visual form, creative extrapolation, and comprehension to produce new clinical knowledge (Kazmierczak, 2003). By exploiting the brain's visual engine, clinicians are empowered to think creatively about complex patient data, while easing cognitive load — hence, amplifying cognition and discovering new diagnostic knowledge.

Figure 1. Shows how bio data flows from the patient through the bedside device to the EMR (electronic medical record) to MIVA. Clinicians experience an increase in distributed intelligence during joint activity across all three zones for both communication and patient data, thus facilitating distributed creative activity regardless of geographic location.

Figure 1 demonstrates the general practice of daily activity and how coordination mechanisms and communication flow facilitate a distribution of information that can support critical care patients within the confines of complex ICU settings (Doherty, Karamanis, & Luz, 2012). It also shows that managing the increased levels of geographic and temporal distribution of activity, and the near-ubiquitous accessibility of patient data via HIT, provides the potential for “workflow-based tools.” The use of technologies supporting information exchange has had an immense impact on the way work is carried out and distributed between individuals. This trend towards increased distribution of information and tasks across administrative, spatial and temporal boundaries is referred to by Gerson (2008) as “increased reach.” Increased reach raises a number of profound challenges within an
activity system, where members need to coordinate their goals and tasks with others, communicate, and generally maintain awareness of workflow through an increase of distributed knowledge of the patient's condition and patient data. While HIT has enabled an exponential distribution of knowledge, it has also generated a condition where the devices used for communication and coordination differ from those employed in normal face-to-face situations (Doherty, Karamanis, & Luz, 2012).

By no longer being bound to the desktop, communication and the distribution of information is pervasively available in every kind of environment. The most distributed collaborative approach is achieved through mobility and its corresponding benefits, such as flexibility, agility, and support for creative activities. The utilization of mobile computing applications (e.g. smartphones and tablets) in the ICU has the potential to support a vast array of functionality and shared creative activity, e.g., data display and analysis, communication, coordination, and consultation (synchronously and asynchronously) with other clinicians, and the final diagnosis. A more significant benefit in using mobile computing, however, is the potential for “real-time activity sharing” among the ICU intensivists team (Bardram, 2005).

HIT tools can cause communication and collaboration to become creative, lead to an increase in cognitive acuity, and generate new psychic formations that can give rise to new motives and renewed objects. As Tikhomirov argues, motives are “not just conditions for developing actual intellectual activity, but also factors influencing its productivity and structure” (Tikhomirov, 1999, p. 350). For this reason, technologies that support clinical activity can assist in stabilizing cognitive need and the formation of new goals in the subject's activity, which Tikhomirov holds as being one of the fundamental acts in the structure of creative activity (1999).

**Distributed creative activity**

In a most practical way, Tikhomirov's view of “joint practical activity” is grounded in Vygotsky's universal law of development, which posits that the function of the human mind first emerges as socially distributed, i.e., that cognition is both distributed and embodied systemically (Tikhomirov, 1999). For example, in healthcare, joint activity is mediated by distributed cognition in predicting clinical events, planning courses of action, and diagnosing conditions (Cohen et al., 2006; Cook, Woods, & Miller, 1998; Hutchins, 1995; Nemeth, 2008). In brief, these clinical activities enable a shift from individual intelligence to a distribution of creative activity across both minds and technologies, and provide insight into how clinical intelligence is shared and transformed from a sociocultural perspective. Clinical activity includes the distribution of clinical knowledge as part of cultural-historical development. Hence, the social distribution of cognition (in the context of the ICU) results in a unique development of the intensivist mind, and of the relationship between people and artifacts, which has a direct impact on diagnostic outcomes and the transformation of the sociocultural role of every clinician.

What arises from this process is distributed creative activity (DCA): the intercognitive distribution of creative intelligence among clinicians and HIT (subjects and technologies). The theory holds that the creative augmentation of clinical cog-
nition plays a central role in diagnostic healthcare, where intelligence is distributed across a creative activity system — between clinicians, patient, and technologies. As such, creative intelligence is jointly embodied and activity is systemic, where cognition is not mere information or computational processing, but a distribution of intelligence and a sharing of sociocultural development.

In application, the clinician and HIT participate qualitatively in an intelligence ecosystem, where computers mediate the distribution of cognition, sharing those functions that the mind is unable to perform due to limits in its computational complexity and speed.* As such, the distribution and analysis of patient data becomes a shared repository from which clinicians can combine their diagnostic skills and resident knowledge with HIT to arrive at diagnostic conclusions more accurately and efficiently.

In DCA, shared knowledge is not only part of an activity system, but also a distribution of cognition in the social world of clinical care. Cultural mediation here implies more than the distribution of cognition or the mediation of activity through artifacts, humans, and context, but a greater augmentation of cognition and distribution of higher thinking due to a distributed work that includes the use of information technology (Salomon, 1993, p. 13). For example, the MIVA system constructs visual signs that have powerful mediating effects on cognition (Rind et al., 2013; Spence, 2002). Human information processing is often limited and constrained by speed, memory, and a range of personal cognitive disabilities. To address these limits and irregularities, MIVA can be used to amplify cognition in ways that support the brain’s ability to make complex associations and extrapolations, thus identifying extended knowledge, meaning, and visual intelligence (Cowan, 2000; Vygotsky, 1978/1934; Wise, 1999).

**Future work**

Ongoing studies on critical care activity continue to provide significant evidence to suggest that distributed cognitive activity underlying clinical performance should not focus on individuals, but on complex social systems that constitute joint clinical activity. Previous research has found support for the claim that the majority of intensivists engaging in collaborative activity in the ICU, using communication IT such as wireless e-mail, improve team relationships, as well as staff satisfaction and patient care (O’Connor et al., 2009). This has been found to improve communication speed by 92%, communication reliability by 92%, coordination by 88%, reduce staff frustration by 75%, and result in faster (90%) and safer (75%) patient care. We believe that clear, rapid, appropriate, and accurate communication is essential to delivering safe patient care, from which real joint activity among intensivists is vital for patient care and job satisfaction (O’Connor et al., 2009).

The theoretical model of DCA proposed in this paper is grounded in traditional activity theory, with an extended theoretical component that is applied to HIT (as illustrated in Figure 1). As such, future work includes the evaluation of this model through observation of DCA in the ICU. This specific study will iden-

* Studies show that humans do not have sufficient means of storing information; we only possess “small amounts of rapid-access storage,” short-term memory (Simon, 1998, p. 61).
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tify and compare intensivist cognitive load, workflow, and clinical decision support (CDS) system use. Our objective is to: 1) identify the root causes and underlying mechanisms of ICU error related to the effects of diagnostic tools/systems on clinical work and cognitive load; with the long term goal of designing transformative CDSs that increase protection of patients from adverse events and provide greater safety, while reducing intensivists’ time, effort, work, and cognitive resources. The rationale for our work is to provide a more complete and advanced understanding of the individual, interrelated, and interactive factors of CDS, cognitive workflow, and inter-team clinical communication that contributes to medical error in the ICU. Our project will inform the further design and development of an ICU clinical visualization, communication and decision support tool that provides ICU staff with capabilities of greater control over data and intra-communication at the point of care.

Conclusion

Healthcare is one of the most preeminent environments to observe creative activity in real time, as the mind’s social and historical development transform before us. For this reason, the purpose of observing clinical work from a distributed cognition perspective is to understand joint activity and the flow of knowledge between each collaborative agent, whether technological or human. Tikhomirov’s quest to better understand “how computers affect the development of intellectual activity” is explicitly revealed in the clinical environment. In particular, his efforts to understand the positive effects of computers on the development of creative activity provide valuable instruction to activity theorists, especially with respect to their influence on new goal formation (Tikhomirov, 1972, pp. 186-87) as it might apply in critical care environments. As he notes, “new needs and new motives are important sources of creative activity” because it is a “unit of life that includes the generation of new psychic formations, the real function of which is giving humans the opportunity to generate a new world of objects” (Tikhomirov, 1988, Tikhomirov, 1999, pp. 349-351). However, through HIT (in particular MIVA), complex clinical activity becomes a super-augmentation of interpersonal cognition in ways that underpin creative diagnosis in healthcare. For these reasons, distributed creative activity brings an extended meaning to creative activity and an advanced notion about the social distribution of cognition in sociocultural development with respect to the context of public health and the care of the critically ill.
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